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the pugilist's attorney. "It
,
sulate here today,
,
on Estelle Thurston, a 12 year ol ljPueblo.
Matt I. Sullivan will be special nicipal graft cases several years X 4th of July, a beautiful silk copy
wa8 ony two days ago we were in
Jiemet, Calif., affair of yesterday
white girl on a Missouri Pacific train
X of "Old Glory" will be given ab- When the train arrived several court together getting the bond re-ago.
when a party of Korean laborers were prosecutor for the Camlnetti-Digg- s
The vice and Western Fuel cases. Judge Dool- Judge M. T. Dooling, whom Presisolutely free. There Is nothing X which left this city late yesterday af miles outside of this city, it was stop- 'duced. I saw him Tuesday night but
expelled by townspeople.
The ped by a squad of police and Fields he said nothing that would indicate he
w now on tne superior court dent Wilson has decided to elevate X more beautiful on earth than a X ternoon, bound for St. Louis.
jonsul refused to consider the matter tng, whe"Will
fill an existing vacancy to the United States district bench, X silk Stars and Stripes. What one X Thurston girl was traveling to St. was found hidden under a blanket
intended to flee."
as a basis of possible diplomatic rep- bench,
'
Fields is about 30 years of age and
presided over the superior court X hundred children In this city X Louis from Trinidad, Colorado, with
Benjamin Bachrach,
attorney for
resentations, he said. He did not say and the cases wittube tried before him.a has
The assault was com- employed aa a cook by the Missouri Jack Johnson, asserted today that
In San Benito district since 1898 and X want a copy? A little work, faith- - X her parents.
whether or not an official report of the Attorney General McReynolds had
will
X
win
one.
soon
and
the
mitted
the
Puebio.
Pacific.
train
reversed
X
He
after
left
wi resident Wil lias been
fulness
singing
by
higher
gave his residence as
Biatter had been received by his of- brief conference cuLv;i-X
the negro threatening the girl with a ZS33 Lawton avenue, St. Louis.
XX X XX
son before tie
'fleeting to- - courts but twice in that time.
(Continued on page' four).
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are comfortable.
The laundry is done
by my helper. The boys have found a
swimming hole near camp, so that the
ONE DOSE OF
weekly bath is provided for. With
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
DESCRIBES THE CAMP plenty
of good food, which you know
Should Convince You That Your
is well seived Bince I am the "cook,
Is
Unnecessary.
Suffering
there is little left to be desired by men
AN INTERESTING
STORY OF CAMP LIFE who are 'doing time.' We have break
0 :!0 and the men go to work:
AND THE WORK DONE NARRATED BY fast at
at 7 o'clock. They have an hour at
-r
NO. "3156," WHO CAN WRITE AS WELL noon are back In
camp at four in the
afternoon. During the eveni'if, the
AS COOK.
violin and guitar may be heard accompanied by the voices of some of
Writing to a friend Convict "3156" the boys who at least do their be3t to
hi'.s penned the following letter which be musical. At S 30 quiet is restored,
in a way Is a gem in its descriptions mid we sleep without locks or guards.
RESOLVED
We are on parole of honor and do not
and "condiments ot speech":
THE 5QUARE PETAL
"You are aware that for many years think of ii'nning r.way. As I am writWiNiS- I have tried to earn the right to be ing this (on Sunday afternoon)
Jerry
Whethe--r
culled a cook. If I have, through lack and the boys are gone to Lamy for a
we- (Jive
oi the artistic temperament, failed to game of ball. My own work is not dif- Recommended for Chronic
Indigesteach the top of my profession, I am flnik. The 'fricassees, salmis, risotes,
tion and Stomach, Liver and InA SQUARE DEAL-"WEof the
not altogether without fame, as I am bnx hettes and consommes
testinal Ailments.
known for my restaurant are not on our menu, and
Thousands of people, some right in well and favorably
The:
your own locality, have taken Mayr's work in those hostelries and restau we ;;et our only hint of 'des herbes
IN TWC MARKET
for rants over whose kitchens I have had film s' from the scent of the cedar and
Stomach
Wonderful
Remedy
AilTWethe honor to preside. It is therefore pine n. But some skill is required to
Stomach, Live and Intestinal
ments, Dyspepsia, Pressure of Gas a proof of the friendship that has long prej.ure the plain roasts, stews and
jyAround the Heart, Sour Stomach, Dis- existed between us, that I accept as a vegetables as well as the chili con
tress After Eating, Nervousness, Diz- - command, your request that I prepare ctri.., and frijoles in a mode that will
THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "Y OU KNOW IT."
YOU'LL GET IT
Spells, sick neaa- foI. tne puunc p,.j,lt a ragout of words always be appreciated by those who
ziness, Fainting
AND YO U'LL KNOW IT, TOO, IF YOU BUY
aches, Constipation, Torpid Liver, etc., j.aI.nisilei with smooth phrases, to be must eat them day after day. I have FROM US WE KNOW IT,
and are praising and recommending known us ..The story of the Lamy even been complimented for the ex- YOUR HARDWARE FROM US. WE DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
it highly to others so that they may lJi0a(J Canlp;. TheI.e 01lce lived au cellence of a bread pudding made CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR PO OR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
BY SELLING THE BEST FOR A FAIR AND HONEST PRICE.
also know the joys of living. Mayr's
rtoniarori wiuiout milk, eggs or butter; and my SUCCEED
,..i,n
merican K,.ltman
N PROVE IT.
IF YOU DOUBT IT.
Wonderful stomacn Kemeay is the that he would rather be right than be art is broad enough to include the ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS WE CA
best and most widely known Remedy resident; but for myself I protest, 1 humble prune, which is at once the COME IN IF YOU BELIEVE IT, CO ME IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN.
for the above ailments. Ask your would rather be
president than write. jc.ke of the cheap boarding house and
a luxury of the rich man's table.
druggist for a bottle today. Put it to
WOOD -1
"Not
would
that
disparage those "We
a test one dose should convince. It
are already making war on the
condiusers
of
who
skilled
the
are
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
is marvelous in Kb healing properties
flies. A little lye added to the water PHONE 14.
and its effects are quite natural as it ments of speech, I have many times wUh which the floor is
sprinkled
gives
acts on the source and foundation of enjoyed the spicy writings of Shake- them sore feet and loss of
appetite.
stomach ailments and in most cases speare; and Thackery, either one of
care not to throw anyi
brings quick relief and permanent re- whom might well have adroned our waste or slops near the cook tent, also
sults. This highly successful Remedy profession had he chosen to devote his helps. A
slop hole dug in the bed ot
has been taken by the most promi- talents to T art culinare.' He per-- j the sand creek
allows the water 1o
nent people, and those in all walks luips wisely decided that it is much
Members of easier to write a story than to cook a ffep away, and we build a fire in It
of life, among them
ewe a day to destroy the odors and
Congress. Justice of the Supreme j,ood dinner. I am aware that there
the hatching of larvae. By
prevent
Court, Educators, Lawyers, Merchants, are many who hold that the labor of
these precautions we hope to add maRankers, Doctors, Druggists, Nurses, the pen is more worthy than the art
Ministers, 1 profess; but it is perhaps because terially to our comfort during the sumManufacturers,
Priests,
to minimize the crowds that
mer
Farmers, with lasting benefit and it they do not feel the sentiment that is v. ill and
attend the fly carnival in the fall.
should be equally successful in your ever a part of the composition of 'les
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
V. e
keep the beef fresh by hanging it
case. Send for free valuable booklet bonnes gourmets.'
at night and wrapping it in a tent
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporon Stomach Ailments to Geo. H. Mayr,
"in spite of all this I am willing to ui
Mfg. Chemist,
Whiting Street, admit that the subject you have Curing the day. The warm air cannot
tant
part. The grandfather would
the several thicknesses of
Chicago, 111.
chosen is not without interest. Good penetrate
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- For sale in Santa Fe, by Butts' work is being done at Lamy, and credit iianvas that surround the meat and it!
mams almost as cold as when taken
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.
is due first to those who have made
ern home and why all this light?
down before sunrise.
good roads possible
by establishing
make the home more homelike to make
"Perhaps, after w& .lave finished
tiie camps, and next, to Mr. Jerry
BOY'S FLAG SAUES
our
we
be
terms,
those
may
among
who is in charge of the work
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
RICH
LIFE atFielding,
this point. Jerry, as he is familiar- who drive over the good roads that we
for father, mother and children. Good light
i.re building; but why, I seem to hear
ly called by the boys, knows how the
we
are
you
at
all?
here
Well
it
ask,
to
A
and
is
be
work
27.
what
small
done;
Emlenton, Pa., June
ought
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
would be almost amusing if it were not
red flag, in the hands of Lawrence 8;lu more important:, ne Knows now to
desired.
entirely the other way. When a
it done and hold the respect and
Mortland, a boy of 10 years, saved get
mod-wil- l
of the men under him. 1 man finds his environments curtailed
uib iue oi .iwepu ium, a wami,
he
a nun,ber of pay- - ly an actual, prison experience,
,.avf, work,,d ,
ow operator, when he was attacked
with the old
but I do not remember a more lels like exclaiming
camps;
by an infuriated bull on his farm at
contented group than those woman of the melodies, 'O Laws a
an early hour in the morning. Crieff uasonably
on me, this surely can't be I.' I
boys from the penitentiary, who con- massy
will not distress you with a detailed
on
themselves
tinually
congratulate
mal made a rush for him. By dodgtheir good luck in getting into Jerry's account of the crimes in expiation of)
ing he managed to evade the onwhich we are enjoying the sweet!
camp.
slaught of the bull.
"The old road leaves the mesa about n.'ouiitain air, the beautiful scenery
of (he only n mile and a half north of
Taking advantage
and fnd the healthful labor of the camp:
chance to save his life. Grieff caught fellows a sand draw betweenLamy
a group Lut merely mention one or two by way
the animal by the neck and attempt- o' cedar and
uf diversion.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
pinon covered hills that
In his efforts will
ed to prevent goring.
"A cow strayed too temptingly near
be a delight to the traveler when
IENT
as to touch the button and
to evade the horns of the bull Grieff
are eliminated the lone hut of one of the boys when
the twists and
was several times
hurled to the I he broad leveljolts
he
in
was
need
of
a little cash, and
your stove is ready to cook your
grade of the new
ground and trampled on.
work, resembling a great railroad em- having been born in sin and conceived
iron
ready to use, your toasted
in iniquity, he stole the cow.
he bankment, is
When it appeared as though
eighteen feet wide, with
would be killed, young Mortland, from ample culverts and a permanent ditch'
"Another was hospitably inclined,
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuafar came running down the road with on the upper side. In one place a cut and invited a few friends to share a
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
a small red flag, waving it furiously of 11 feet has been made and there jug of wine with him. There ensued
and yelling. Of a sudden the bnli
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatice several almost as deep. A num- an assault with a deadly weapon and
looked up. and seeing the red flag ber of
to
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
from
one
two
ed
is
the penalty
years
fills, each requiring many
waving at him through the fence, wagon loads of dirt, are also being that the hospitable host is paying for
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
made a wild rush for the boy. Grieff
that
made, the largest one being across a liis share of the mix-u- p
to
managed
badly
injured,
although
day aad night Estimates and full inforravine 20 feet deep and about 30 feet
crawl to the fence and through to the
mation cheeerfully given.
in width.
are
Three
teams
work
at
"One asked his brother for a loan of
road, while Mortland was taunting the
five dollars and was refused, so he
and
and
with
the
plow
scrapers
Grieff
maddened bull with the flag.
can be heard cutting the tree3 pawned the ungenerous
brother's
fell unconscious a moment after reach- off the right of way. The blacksmith watch and got the five and a year be
ing safety. He sustained several
broken ribs and was badly injured.!18 KCDC uusv snarpening picks ana sides. Two are the victims of fals
plow points, and explaining his need witnesses. A trait so prevalent in hu- His condition is critical.
a pair of tongs and something to pan kind that has found mention In
The bull in his efforts to reach Hie of
red flag and young Mortland, nearly cure his fingers which are burned the decalogue.
t vom too close contact with the heated
For myself, I might easily have
tore down the fence.
irons. His trouble "will, no doubt, avoided the disaster if I had
used a litcease tomorrow, as the tongs will then tle of that common sense which is
PHONE 85 MAIN.
It forthcoming.
PEACOCK FIGHTS
I'erhaps the basis of most
"Ten or twelve more teams will feood behavior. But 1 should people's
have fell
WITH A BUFFALO foon be at work on the big Alls. The
ashamed all my life if I had allowed
team men are, of course, citizens certain
people to run the thing over
Those They may be distinguished from the me that they tried to do. Taken
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
Philadelphia, Pa., June' 2
all towho visited the zoological gardens prisoners if one observes that they
I think we are a stupid rather
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
gether,
here saw a most unequal duel between are driving.
than a vicious lot. It would be kind
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
a buffalo and peacock, in which the
"Better road material could not be if some of the wise ones who come
up
found than that which nature has here in the big
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
latter lost its life.
touring cars would stop and
While it lasted the struggle ror life provided. A silica of sand, lime and toll us how
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
they avoided being
Even
was a thriller, but the bird enraged gravel, it packs like cement.
caught."
the bull to such an extent that when the old road is noticeably without
once aroused to fury there was little wheel ruts at this point. When finishReduced rates on all roads to
ed, the road will be rounded up in the
hope far the fowl.
Battle or
Ke, July 4th.
There is a flock of 12 or 14 of the centre and ample provision will be
fowl. One of the birds escaped from made to prevent washing. There will
NOVELTY WORKS.
a cage and flew into the pen of the rarely be found a better piece of work
buffalo. He attacked the oldest of on the whole scenic route than the one
104
104 GaUsteo Street
The fowl aimed at the tur boys are building.
the herd.
Besides thj
luffalo's eye, but misesd and jabbed comfort of driving over a broad, well
Makes Fly Screens that fit.
the sharp bill into the buffalo's nose, ballasted road through a different
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
Porch Screens giving comfort.
With a bellow of angry rage the buf- range of hills, the new work will cut
falo charged the fowl. The bird flew off the steep climb rising to the mesa.
GETTYSBURG, PA.,
Step Ladders that last.
Some one has called the real
aside.
The grade will not exceed eight per
catch.
that
1st
1913.
Fly
Traps
home a "happy combination of
Thoroughly infuriated, the buffalo cent at any point; the lower part will
Furniture
M.
N.
FROM
right.
SANTA
Repairs
your
watched its chance and, deftly timing be four per cent. With his present
FE,
conditions."
It is just that. No
Its charge, caught the bird when it crew of 14 men and the 10 or 12 team-sierUpholsters.
one thing alone makes a home,
came to attack the third time, and
Mr. Fielding expects to finish
but various elements happily
In fact, does this an 3 and many more
bearing down upon it with its mas- the work in about three months.
combined.
in exchange for real money.
Dates of Sale, June 2Jrd to July 2nd.
sive form crushed the peacock to
things
"The camp is
prettily situated
death with its head.
Return Limit, July 17th, 1913.
a
comin
among the mound like hills that refactor
the
Naturally
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
semble nothing so much as great plum
Take Santa Fe All The Way.
bination is money. It is not so
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed,
puddings garnished with Christina
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
much the possession of money
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas trees ready for a gargantuan feast A
NEW MEXICO.
TERMS CA5H.
SANTA FE,
lack
or
of
it
as
the
counts
ss.
that
county,
long slope, also covered with the small
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he pines, lying to the east, appears durthe way in which it is used.
is senior partner or the firm of F. J. ing the early part of the day, while
Generally speaking, men are
Cheney & Co., doing business in the the shadows rest upon it to be spread
the
money getters, and women
and
State
City of Toled
bounty
with a carpet of green velvet. It
are the money spenders. This
aforesaid, ano mat said firm will pay would not be difficult to imagine the
.NEW MEXICAN PBINTING 00.
system puts a great responsibilthe sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL Spirit of the mountains stretching
on
women.
woman
The
the
Local Agents for
ity
LARS for each and every case of Ca- himself for a siesta on the
fragrant
is, in the final analysis, the home
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use couch of pines. A cold, grim Spirit by
maker, and if her home is to be
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
the way, who sends us snow instead of
a real one she must spend the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
June roses; but perhaps the color of
family income wisely, be it great
.
Sworn to before me and subscribed the rose is in the sunsets, if one would
f "Elastic" Bookcase
or small.
in my presence, this 6th day of De climb the hills to see.
and Desk combined,
3D
There is no surer way for her
cember, A. D. 18SC.
"You will no doubt be surprised to
rwPSmam
to
make
each
its
dollar
A. W. GLEASON,
bring
(Seal.)
A
.
A Desk UnK with few or
IT
learn that a convict camp can be a
full value of comfort and good
!!' hi Ll
many Book Units as desired.
Notary Public.
pleasant place in which to live; but
Inherself
The
cheer
than
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- all
only perfect combination
by keeping
things are gqod or bad by compar-iron- ,
" "
tfcA and bookcase ever mads.
formed as to what is in the marRmrnt V, llffi,
ally and acts directly upon the blood
and it is so much better here
"
convenient, attrae- at
Roomy,
IJtjjE
ket, where it Is to be had, and
and mucous surfaces of the system. than inside the walls at Santa Fe,
1
tive. We want to snow yon
-each day
what
reading
by
Send for testimonials, free.
price;
that we are accepting the condition!
mi advantages and pastl- "a.Sr
,
in the Santa
the
advertisements
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
bilities. O U, write ot pboni'
in quite a cheerful spirit The extra
Fe New Mexican and other good
y
T"T
'
about it.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
good time-- ' that we get for working
newspapers.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
also has its cheering effect The tents
and blankets are all new and the beds

BAD STOMACH ?
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1
BEANS

DYER PORK
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LAMY ROAD CONVICT
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Just ask our.

Customers

GROCERY GO.

or not

T

Best that!

Sell

PHOITE 40.

FoR.

FAIREST

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

DAVIS HARDWARE

--

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

W SUMMER TOURIST FARES

COMPANY.

I1

154-15- 6

lo

i

EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

N. M

AND

$12.10.

RETURN,

ast

The

Best
Route

i()iiViiiMM or
West

For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Looaied In the beautiful Pecoi

Vlly,S,700feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Begems
.

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
E. RHEA,

J.

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

rr particulars
address,

and Illustrated
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C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt.

I

MAN'S

POWER
N

wood-chopp-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oa1

CERRILLOS

rwE Wood
StZES.

J.F. RHOADS

aGeltBsmirg

Making the

j

Denver & Rio Grande

R. R.

ROUND TRIP

TO
St. Louis

.

.

Chicago.

.

. 51.85

Denver, . . . 21.10
Detroit .
Salt Lake City ji 4000
Buffalo .
Ogden,
New
York
St. Paul. . . 51.85
On Sale June 1st to September

Real Home.

July

to 4th,

$67.35

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col'do Springs 18.15

PRjE.

LIGHT

Phone One Double 0 J.

SANTA

Tnen

$47.35

. . 62.85

66.45
City 78.85
.

.

30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
239 San Francisco St, Santa Fe, N. M.
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UNION HERO OF GETTYSBURG. GEN. DAN SICK"
LESS. WRITES HIS OWN STORV OF GREAT
BATTLE AND WHAT LINCOLN TOLD
HIM ABOUT IT.
was mounted on a fine black
stallion and was standing under an
apple tree when the missile, flying
alongside, my horse, struck mv light
left.

Famous
Who Captured
Sickles,
Leg
and Whose
Peach Orchard
Was Shot Away While Doing it,
Also Tells How He Lost His Head
at Atlanta.

I

leg.

It. was a terrible wound, and painEditor's Note Here is Gen. Dan ed mc intensely, but it did not knock
Sickles' own story or the part lie me lrom my horse or make me lose
played in the decisive battle of the consciousness, nor did it. touch my

horse.
dismounted by myself and
was helped onto a litter by my aides
The report flew up and down my
lines that I had been killed and
cers came running to get the facts,
They reported that my men were
so I directed my aides
to carry me the whole length of my
might see
lines, that my soldiers
me.
j was losing a great, deal of blood
0ut I had my head and
alul f,,t
urcnara ngni in wnicu ne iosi ins ghoulders raised, and as I was car
leg, or Ins remarkauie talk witn
President Lincoln afterward, and of
his friendly adventure later in Atlanta with his old Gettysburg enemy,
Gen. Longstreet.
war.

1

The fiftieth anniversary of that bat-- j
tie is to be celebrated at Gettysburg
next week by the reunited union and
veterans, and the lead-ing. figure at the reunion will be
Gen. Sickles himself, on crutches, !).'
years old, the only surviving general
who fought on that bloody field.
There he will tell his old com- rades, as here he tells the New Mex- ican readers of the gallant Peach
1

(By Maj. Gen. Daniel E. Sickles,
Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
ceremonies of
The
the battle of Gettysburg appeal with
compelling power to me because of
the part which fate decreed that I
should play in the great conflict, because I left my leg on that bloody
field and because I am the only gen
eral of either side who has been
spared through the, 50 years that
have intervened.
I have been asked by the editor of
the New Mexican to tell how 1 lost
my leg at Gettysburg, and I am happy to comply, and I will also tell how
I lost my head at Atlanta thanks
to Gen. Longstreet and hot Irish
whisky punch.
I never knew what sort of missile
hit me, but the surgeons believed it
was a fragment of a shell.
I was struck about 6 o'clock in the
evening of July 2, after having taken
my advanced position in the Peach
Orchard and having fought for hours
with the command of Gen. Longstreet
opposite me on the confederate side,
to prevent the enemy taking the
Round Tops which were just to my

-
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SEATTLE

GEN. SICKLES TODAY.

HOURS;
;

sule bears (MIDYK
the niimcGif
Beware of counterfeits
ALL IRL'(i:lKT8 J

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

Whm vmores

1

RELIEVED IN

Cap-

j

"I was sure my prayer was an1
knew that God was on
swered.
Jour side. I had no misgiving about
the result at Gettysburg."
When Mr. Lincoln rose to leave he
FINEST QUALITY
LARGEST VARIETY
took my hand and said:
"Sickles, 1 am told, as you have
( PAIR oP SHOE STAND HE' V"
'
been told, perhaps, tnat your condiWORK1 THIS
I am in a prophetic
tion is serious.
mood today. You will get well!"
"
Seeing Longstreet Home in Atlanta.
J
Although it was On. Umgstivt's
fEE HW FAST
in
the
command that attacked nie
Peach Orchard, and caused me to go
through the rest of my life on crutches, the general and myself became
warm friends after the war. We at- tended many celebraaons together,
with one leg.
he with one arm and
"GH.T EDGE" the only ladies' slme lrpRin; tlmt
w of our liveliest, experiences
t a celebration of St. Patrick's
poHitiuiy coiitaitis oh. l!lack ami i'.iiiii.-- i.i.iicH' ,vas
mid cliiMrt-n'lic.ts mid
sliines ivitlioul rub- con- Mini.-"FRENCH GLOSS." int.
in Atlanta, when, l must
day
"iMNDY" combination lor
cleaning iml polishing fess. we had been supplied lavishly
alt kincieof russet or tun Bhoe,-- y.c. "STAR" size, luc.
in nitch- VVlUl hot ,rlBh ...hiul-- ' uum-l'OUlCKWIIlTrtinlinuWfonnwilli-ponL'eiquictec. ,t 'ifi
ly cleans and whitens iliriy canvas utim-ers.
"AI.B0" cleans and whitens BUCK, NIIBUCK,
When I was called on to make a
In romnl ivlntc eukea
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES.
did the best
could, consul-some- ,
packed in zinc Itmi, with spoilt, inc. In Imml- - speech
I
large aluminum boxes, wiili sponge, uric.
agreed to
the
punch.
whisky
ering
If vniii'iieulei- ilcemmt keen the kind vim mint, sen, I, is
...
(In irii in tamtiriMiill niw
chniirc. ..l.l. make a speech it LotlgSlieet ViOUKI
WHITTEMORE
BROS.
CO.,
"Tile star Spangled Banner."
Albany Stroot, Cambridge, Mass. si,.e
which he did to the accompaniment
OUnt and .rW AlttMNfmiam a
Shl" P"'"!"" "'
"M.
of great, shouting.
tf,,,-.,mirlnmlil we started
my face
Seeing n,e the landlady homPi
ot bP
()m. carrHK(,
said:
found and we managed to walk to
"He is dead!"
When we
mv hotel, 1 on crutches.
"Oh, no," I replied reimn ing ine
I said:
got
there,
handkerchief, "only dozing a little."
"Longstreet, you are unite deaf; it
How Lincoln's Prayer Was Anis very late; I cannot allow you to go
swered.
home alone."
Soon after I reached my apartment
"All right, if you feel
He
President Lincoln came to see me. like replied: me
would be very
escorting
exAfter he had given a touching
glad."
we
talked
pression of his sympathy,
So I walked to his hotel with him,
about the battle. I said
and when we got there lie said:
"Mr. Lincoln, we heard at. Gettys"Sickless (you are on crutches; it is
burg that here at the capital you very dark; I can't allow you to walk
were all so anxious about the result
back to your hotel alone. I will esoffof the battle that government
cort you there."
to
icials packed up and got ready
So Longstreet escorted me to my
leave at short notice, with the official
hotel, and when we got there I said:
archives."
you are quite deaf: your
"Yes," he said, "some precautions "Longstreet,
hotel is a good way from here; the
were prudently taken, but was sure streets are
dark; I will escort you
'
vV
of our success at Gettysburg."
home."
"Why were you so confident?"
He said: "All right; come along.
"The army of the Potomac We will cross the
asked.
'bloody chasm'
had suffered many reverses."
once more."
the violin leading and the piano acThere was a pause. The president
So I walked home with him, and
UP IN ARMS BECAUSE
companying were also very acceptHis when we got there Longstreet said:
meditation.
seemed in deep
able, and much enjoyed. Manager
pale face was lighted up by an ex- "Look here, Sickles, you are a strangVACATION
MONTHS
TAKE
JUDGES
Stanton is to be heartily congratupression I had not observed before. er in Atlanta; you don't know the
lated that he has secured the servHe said:
streets as well as do; I can't allow
ices of these young ladies, which adds
"When Lee crossed the Potomac vin t, irn hmite nlnnp "
Hut somehow the announcement of
greatly to the pleasure of spending
no .. out oDotn uifh nip tn mv ho-- ! Don't See Why Jurists Are Entitled
followed
and entered Pennsylvania,
unto
Hat
a
vacation
struck
the
Year
judge's
To Any Longer Rest Each
the evening at the popular moving
by our army, I felt that the crisis tel. and when we arrived there he
Than Common, Ordinary Citizens. 'ii the year 191.1.
It was a pleasing surprise,
pictures.
had come. I knew that defeat in a said:
Before long, people began asking like the music of the gods to hear
- - r It.
M.i, T,l
nr
vCtane- tn fitnn
OU 1,1"
"Now, Sickles, I think we had betgreat battle on northern soil involv
more
be
privi- them.
cub- why judges should
Seattle Wash., June 27.-- The
You
business.
ed the loss of Washington, to be fol- - ter stop this see-sathan anyone el; aa nn thp nillilie
r
to tako a
,Wd
of
torn
1 will
judges
home.
and
to
bed
go
intervention
the
lowed, perhaps, by
go
,
n iwu inunuiti vauaimii m
navron.
i
ii, i
of England and Prance in favor of
Thus we separated at last,
going
for a
" " COOLEY TO BE
now
and
to
criticism,
back
he
to
and
public
I
In
hotel
went
to bed
the southern confederacy.
my
going
.
for a policeman or a deputy county
a
men.
ir
SENTENCED
end
the
an
to
my room and got down on my knees to his hotel, bringing
Jnlerk? If the judges can afford to
in prayer,
most
through
For years the judges have dec.eed
agreeable "march
wl,;.
TOMORROW
twj monthj. vacation then
their rest period to suit their own
"I felt I must put all my trust in Georgia," that I ever made.
for moro
,)(len clamorinK
held
D.
E.
The
SICKLES,
fancies.
a,
day
other,
they
are
n(J (hat th
on thf)
Almighty God. He gave our people
.
.
Judge E. C. Abbott of the First JuMaj. Gen. U. S. Army. little luncheon at one of the fashion-b
the best country ever given to man.
dicial
of
bunch
high-district, accompanied
by Mrs.
a
able clubs, spilled
He alone could save it from destruc,n theJp d()cketSi why are they
Abbott, left this morning for Tlerra
Work for the New Mexican. It l brow language and presto!
tion. I prayed that he would not let
W()fcks, vacaUon?
LkIng
Amarilla where tomorrow afternoon
was
1 he following day the public
I asked Him to working for you, for Santa Fe and
the nation perish.
Tllpse an( a t of other Questions, an adjourned session of the court for
state.
new
and
now.
in
the
August
us
and
that
informed
And
the
July
;were aSke(i ,y the citizens.
give
help us,
victory
will be held, at which
each judge would . work only onei records were examined, and It was that county
M. Cooley wiii he sentenced.
Claude
The
the
other.
rotating one after
roumj tll(1, tiie llule vacation planned
was
it will be remembered,
remaining eight weeks, would be vui.a-jbjthfi nn,, judges ef the superior Cooley,
u
'court costs the taxpayers about $14,- - convicted of first degree murder
ton for the judges.
at Tierra
week ago last Sat inlay
from
unusual
the
have,
(ion.
was
That
Thero
judges
really nothing
Amarilla, and the court recessed unThe judges time to time, called In jurists irom til tomorrow when the
this procedure.
about
judge will forwork
their
of
to
do
part
have been taking a big, long vacation other counties
overrule the motion for a new
mally
whenever they felt like it, although during the winter and that they ap trial, and sentence the
prisoner. It is
pointed attorneys as special judges said the case will be appealed to the
whenever there was any danger of
supreme court. Those who went to
X
their being "overworked.' '
Tierra Amarilla this morning were
At first the judges maintained a Sheriff Elias Garcia and the
prisoner,
one
of
at
last
Rut
silence.
dignified
Claude M. Cooley, Special Prosecutor
them spoke up.
J. H. Crist, Attorney E. R. Wright,
t.11
T..,l,r Tl,,-JUUV
representing the prisoner, District
of department No. o of the court, Incerk
Ed. L. Safford, and Mrs. Boyer,
tTu
tn
which
apu
jjuii.ia..
language
mother of the prisoner.
nent and adequate judicial tempera- jthe
Cooley was convicted of first
ment, Judge
Humphries said he
murder for the killing of Edwas
fuss
the
see
all
what
couldn't
ward Gilliland in the fall of 1911.
about.
"It has been the custom for judges
to take a vacation during the summer
he learnedly
for the past 23 yearf-.said. "We are not setting any new
:
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ried along the line I held my hat in
my hand and waved it to the boys.
They saw I had not been killed and
they cheered me and took heart for
the fighting.
It seemed to be the logical, sensible thing for me to do at the time, and
I was surprised later, when for that
service 1 was given the congressional gold medal of honor for bravery.
My leg was amputated immediately
in the field hospital, Thursday, July
2, and I was taken to Washington, ar
riving early Sunday morning. I was
carried to a house where quarters
had been obtained for me, on the
same stretcher on which I was laid
was
at Gettysburg.
The landlady
not up yet and we waited a few min- As it was
utes outside her door.
warm 1 had laid a handkerchief over

2

1

c

I
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1
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1
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ontest Closes at 6 P.M., June 30

I

not cast a ballot that shows any signs of being tampered with, as it will not be
counted. If such a ballot is handed you, or the figures do not show absolutely
plain and legible, ask the merchant who issues it for another one in its place.
Do

The Time Is
x

Short-Q- et

Busy

WALL STREET.

X

an4c
01f rAriAcf
vUIIlCbLdllLb
rricIlUb
cases will
but in
thrown

should be careful not to make any marks whatever on
ballots, as they run not only a chance of having them X
X
out,
seriously embarrass the contestant they are trying to help.
many
In case any evidence can be produced that will go to show dishonesty, the contestant will be debarred from further participation in the contest.

WITH
of

ONLY

TWO

MORE! DAYS

THE WEATHER
x

(AND WEEKLY PUBLICATIONS)
C AiVMIUTPC

DI PACP NflTP

tAnlIUAICJ, rLCAJC llUIC

THAT

THE BALL0T

B0X W,LL BE

RVED

AT THE

CLOSE OF BANKING

HOURS

30, TO THE MODERN GROCERY STORE, in order that the box
"o'clock
untifsix
of that day. Promptly at six o'clock the ballot box will be sealed, and the final count madefon
may be available
MORNING
The result will be announced in the issue of THE NEW MEXICAN OF JULY FIRST
TUESDAY
by the judges.

VOTINfl

fllPnill P
JvllClULC

N

0N MONDAY,

JUNE

MERCHANDISE

:

Due Bills count triple votes

;

Cash

Pur-- T

accounts count single
votes. ON SUBSCRIPTIONS : Two Thousand Votes to Each Dollar Paid, for those accounts due
and payable before January 1st, 1013. One Thousand Votes to each dollar paid for running
subscriptions or in advance.'
THE STANDING
889,370
Nellie Gann
Mrs. W. G. Sarflent 776,956
744,071
Lulu Krick
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler 563,206
540,588
Edith Marmon
Mrs. C. Parsons ...465,670
Mrs. Paul Doran ...444,574
Frances Leeson ...273,753
205,930
Ellsa Herrera
141,512
May Closson
..138,200
Belle Anaya
,113,873
Ida Clouthler

chases count double votes; and

thirty-da- y

OF THE CANDIDATES ON MONDAY MORNING WAS AS FOLLOWS:
Carmen A'oreu .....111,157
Clara Gibson
104,940
Mrs. V. Casados ...102,440
Nellie Nusbaum
89,570

Tiburclta Gonzales..
Mrs. Fred Alarid , . .
Mary Qulntana ....
Mrs. W. Parsons ...
Etta Moore ........
Mrs. C. Patterson . .
Mamie Lamberson .
Luisita Sena ......

70,291
66.93C
66,515
54,689
53,535
53,138
49,50r.
46,070

Mrs. Thos. Doran.. 37,685
Mrs. C. F. Kanen ... 35,230
35,190
Elena Sena
29,447
Petrita Delgado
Mrs. Fred Hogle
25,785
20,945
Rumaldo Gomez
Mrs. G. F. McNitt.. 20,865
19,140
Laura Montoya
16,585
Margaret Miller
16,080
Ruth Nix
15,685
Ramona Baca
10,689
Lucy Ortiz

...
...
...
...

Mrs. A. Porterfield
Polly Borrego . . .
Ernestlna Delgado
Dorothy Safford . .
Mrs. J. Muralter
Edna Lutz
Mrs. Gus Koch
Cecelia Palmer
Mrs. J. V. Conway
Louisa Deitzel
Mrs. E. N. Peden
Helen Knapp

10,280
10,280
7,603
7,300
7,270
5,085
3,945
2.940
2,670
2,275
2,000
'
1,64 5

Mrs.
Mrs.
Lola
Mrs.
Mrs.
Ruth

Dr. McCarthy..
W. B. Prince . .

....

Michaelton
C. L. Bowlds.
G. W. Armljo.
Mendenhall ..
Jean Law
Mrs. R. L. Cooper..
Katherine Brown ..
Edith Hampel
Anna Dletzel
Mrs. F. C. Blaka

1,595
1,450
1,210
1,195
1.1H5

1,120
1,115
1,110
1,085
1,095
1,040
1,040

New York, June 27. Following a
period of hesitation in the first hour
of trading, stocks took a downward
course once more today, the supply
coming from the professional element.
Inability to absorb offerings brought
out by the early show of strength
discouraged the bulls, as it was evident better headway could be made
on the short than on the long Bide of
the market. The high cost of recent
corporate financing and the paucity
of funds available for time accommodations tended to restrict investment buying which might otherwise
result from the current low level of
prices. As it became apparent that
the bears were meeting no resistance,
Presselling grew more diversified.
and
continuous
not
was
however,
sure
v.armer In southeast portion tonight.
offerings were withdrawn when reConditions.
cessions of a point or so were regis
The barometer still remains low tered by the leading stocks.
over the western states, with centers
Bonds were easy.
f lowest pressure over Utah and east- Prolonged inactivity marked the
ern Colorado. Much cloudiness
isjeariy afternoon dealings but as the
present. and showers have occurred highly
speculative selling wnicn
ever a wide area from southern Cali- broke the market earlier did not confornia to Washington and from Utah tinue prices went up slowly. Buyers
to the Dakotas.
Temperatures re- took stocks as offered but showed
main moderately high, generally, ami no inclination to bid up the market.
inclined upward over the eastern
The market closed steady. Active
Conditions operations having ceased when tne
slope of the Rockies.
a return of local thunder storms ccvery set in, numerous floor tradersand cooler weather in this section Sat- - withdrew from the market and speculation became stagnant.
urday.
stocks were sold occasionally at substantial declines. National Railways
7
PLEASING
of Mexico first preferred slumbed
with
were
trivial,
Nca
changes
IN THE MUSIC AT joints.
a majority of losses.
ELKS'
faciliEasing up of short contracts
tated the recovery, Reading, Union
makPeople who attended the movies at Pacific and Amalgamated Copper
The movement
the Elks' theater last evening were ing up their loss.
surprised and delighted with the however, was not uniform, as Iiehigh
music. Miss Glenn Miles, soloist and Valley, New York Central and Southpianist, and Miss Olga Selke, violin- ern Railway displayed continued
ist, who daily render such acceptable
music at the De Vargas hotel, presided at the theater last evening. During FRENCH AMBASSADOR
WILL TAKE A VACATION.
the reels,
between
the moments
while the advertising slides are beWashington, D. C, June
ing shown, and at the opening, Miss
Miles rendered several pretty selec- Jusserand, the French ambassador,
today to President Wiltions in the way of songs accompany- said
in a few days on a
ing herself on the piano, and instru- son. He is leaving
assisted by Miss Selke on vacation trip to France.
mental
the violin. Each time she was reSure, Santa Fe will celebrate the,
ceived with hearty applause, aud the
numbers given during the reels with Fourth.

Wherewith, the judge produced a
copy of the report of the state bar
association, and sure enough there it
was in plain black and white. It read:
"Between the first, day of July and
the first day of September shall be
the vacation, and no cases will be set
for trial, or tried, except by order of
the judge."
But somehow or other, the people
JUDGE JOHN E. HUMPHRIES, of Seattle don't think so much of
vacation
who defends the
some of the old precedents and cusidea on the ground that it has beta, toms of the courts as
they formerly
.he custom for 25 years.
did. And this vacation custom Is one
all other public officials and employ they threaten to wipe out. Either that,
es have been limited to two weeks.' or an initiative law will be started to
cut down, the number of judges.
vacation each year.
two-mont- h

the contest, it will be a matter of HUSTLE EVERY MINUTE OF THE DAY1 You can well afford to
put forth every effort to win one of these pianos. Votes can be secured by trading with

JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

precedent this year."

i

Yesterday was the first day this
month that averaged up with the 41
year record maintained by the weather bureau for the purpose of keeping
tally on our weather. The temperature reached 82 degrees, the high marl:
tor the month, the lowest temperature
the average OS- dev as 53 degrees,
to
a degree exactly
is
which
grees,
ll:e same as the 41 year average for
June 20. There was no precipitation
and the humidity was very low, beina
cnly 21 per cent.
The lowest temperature last night
was (ji degrees, which was not very
low for a night temperature at Santa
Ke, and the lowest at the other points
reporting was as follows:
Amarillo, CG; Bismarck, 01; Uoise,
?2; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 68;
44; Flagstaff, 50; Grand Junction, 54; Helena, 4G; Kansas City, 7f;
Lander, 54; Los Angeles, 58; Modena,
50; Phoenix, (iS; Portland, 54; Pueblo.
70; Rapid City, C4; Roseburg, 54;
62; Salt Lake, 56; San Francisco,
Winne-mucc54; Spokane, 50; Tonopah, 38;

Ros-vel- l,

4(i.

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity:
ally fair tonight, probably local
er showers Saturday; cooler,

SURPRISE

THEATRE

27.-Ju- Iea

Generthund-

fair
For New Mexico: Generally
scuth portion, local thunder showers
rorth portion tonight , or Saturday;

FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1913.
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came up suddenly a few days ago and
he did not know of it until half an
hour after the application was granted. The news was brought to him then
b Assistant United States District Attorney Harry Parkin, who opposed the
reduction in court.

'ft

FAIR MAIDS WILL SPLASH
IN CHAMPIONSHIP

II

T7' '' yt

Jill

':'

American Association,
Louisville at Indianapolis.
Toledo at Columbus.
Kansas City at St. Paul.
Milwaukee at. Minneapolis.

Today's Games.

BASEBALL

National League.
At Philadelphi- aBrooklyn .

Standing of the Clubs.

'

1
3
Philadelphia
Stack and Fischer; Payer, Brennan

Ist

and Killifer.
At New York
Boston
I 8
. .V."
6 0
New 'York .
JameB and Whaling, Rariden; Tea
reau and Meyers. .. .....
, ,v ...j ,
At Cincinnati
;.
4 1
Chicago
Cincinnati
..........5
Smith and Bresnahan; Benton and
Clarke.

.

.

-

.

$

Whpro

Plav Tnrla
uuoy

DRY BONES RATTLE LIKE CASTANETS

,

Philadelphia
Washington

I

ll

Theo-doreu-

OFFICIALS FOR

SANTA FE END
OF RACE NAMED

6--

Davis cup team.
The American champion is thus
left alone of the United States representatives to try to fight his way
to the final round.
McLoughlin won the first two sets
while Williams took the third

set at
It was obvious from the first that
the match between Williams and McLoughlin was merely for warming up
purposes, and that Williams was going to allow the champion to defend
American iuleieoU in the remaining
stages of the tournament.
McLoughlin contented himself with
staying on the back line and practicing drives, while Williams provided rich fare in the way of spectacular shots to test his compatriot's
alertness.

rcom

Assistant Timers J. Porter Jones
and Hugh H. Williams.
It was reported last night that "SI.Vj
of the required $250 had been subscribed, and the committee will make
an effort to collect the final $100 today. Thomas Doran, chairman of the
committee, said this morning that a
check for the whole amount would lie
mailed to Mayor Seljeres of Albuquer
que this evening without fail.

COMING TO ELKS
THEATRE, A GREAT
ANIMAL SHOW

The Santa Fe committee In charge
of the details of the Panta Fe end of traction.
Of this company the Albuquerque
the road race from Albuquerque July
Journal say's:
4th, held a meeting last night and
The Don Carlos road show ' opened
completed many local arrangements
st the Crystal theatre last night to a
for this end of the race.
It was decided that the finish line large audience which considered that
for the cars coming in from Albuquer- it had been fully repaid for the time
que and the start for the return to the and the money expended in seeing a
Duke City would be on the straight most remarkable exhibition of animal
stretch in front of the Deaf and intelligence.
There were trained ponies, trained
Dumb school. This will allow the cars
to qome in "wipe open" and have time c'ogs and trained monkeys all so well
to slow down after crossing the line trained that they acted their parts
before they strike any comers. After without any apparent immediate di
crossing the line the cars '.will come rection from the trainer.
'down Cerrillos street, turn at the corOne of the most laughable incidents
ner of the capitol so as to pass in of the show was a monkey cowboy
front of the executive mansion, turn riding a genuine oucking bronco. The
into Don Gaspas avenue, then down
pony pitched and bucked and reared
,ouuu and
i on uByu. ,u oau
trying to unseat the
the plaza and thence to the .parking lld piunged
a,
heId
but th(J
rest
for
and
or
place
garage
repairs
bg unhorged
until 2:30 when the ftart back to AH
men tnere were dogs that came
buquerque will be made, the cars leav
inn. ftsn niinutpa nnnrt in thp nrHpr i l OU the stage
turning somersaults,
backwards and forwards, in a manner
which they arrived in Santa Fe.
impossible for the best human aero- The committee will also a iron
A!a0 tlley ,iid S01
ncy high
with local motorcyclists to patrol the
road between the city and La Ba jada taping.
The first act was completed with a
hill in order to warn all traffic, and to
give notice In case of accident to any horse that came on the stage doing a
'cake walk in the most approved
ol the racing cars.
Officials were selected for the Santa southern plantation style.
I Tlle hird act was introduced with a
Fe end of the meet as follows:

r,,

f

j

a

two-ho- ur

and Worn Out
If You Feel Fagged to a Finish and Utterly
Used Up Here is Quick Relief.

JL

X

J

falr S1
i

Joe Cantillon, manager and owner train and where Cantillon and Rube
of the Minneapolis baseball club, is Waddell hibernate in the winter, the
a great believer in the theory that a natives say that the noises about the
man is of little use until he is 35 or camp during the first few days, as
older.
the dried hinges are painfully, unlim-bereIn support of this, Cantillon raid
remind the farmers for miles
ed the old folks' home when he or around that it Is time to grease the
baseball j wagon wheels
the Minneapolis
ganized
club and won the pennant last year
The Minneapolis team, under Canand the year before Iu the American tillon, is a refuge for infirm ball playassociation.
ers, but many consider Cantillon conThe only man the Millers (English siderable of a fox, arguing that he is
for Minneapolis) lost in the draft caring for the grandfathers now to
last fall was Otis Clymer, aged 34, have first claim to
who was suspected by the other who will be ball players in a few
players of having cholera infantum years.
Cantillon jollies his old men along
every time he had a pain, because
in the winter by taking them huntof his extreme youth.
Cantillon spends more time train-in- e ing and fishing in the Reelfoot lake
his collection of sires and grand country. Perry Werden accompanied
sires every spring than any other A. him once as guest of honor, and
A. magnate, because they need more some one took a long distance shot at
time to get the rheumatism out of Perry, probably to ascertain whether
their brittle joints than clubs which years as an umpire had toughened
carry an assortment of younger play- the veteran's hide to bird shot. Ruma
or saith Perry is still considered
ers.
At Hickman, Ky., where the Millers good prospect by lead miners.
--

--

s. s.

-

mi

i("a

Makea Your llhioil C'orpuKdea
tnlte for Mutual Protection.
Half the people you meet complain
of weary muscles, stugnant brain,
jangled nerves, and a wonderful desire
to luy down and just quit. Most of
these people have been usins? nervines
that spasmodically flare up the nerves
only to die down again, as die they
must. Avoid nerve stimulants.
Bear
In mind that this worn out feeling is
to
due
poor blood, to bacteria in the
water you drink; to the multiplying
of destructive germs in the blood
faster than they can be overcome by
the white corpuscles; and to what is
known ns
that condition
where the venous or Impure blood
accumulates faster than it can be replaced by the red arterial blood.
The medicinal value of the com
ponents of S. S. S. is relatively just
as vital and essential to
health as those of the grains, meats,
fats and sugars of our food.
If you feel played out go to any
drug store and ask for a bottle of
S. S. S., Swift's Sure Specific.
Here Is
a remedy that gets at work in a
it
twinkling;
just naturally rushes
right into your blood, scatters germs
right and left, up and down and sideways.
You feel better at once, not from a.
stimulant, not from the action of
drugs, but from the rational effect of
a natural medicine just as active and
as to a man who has
just as timely
been lost in the mountains, is about
starved and comes across a settler Just
cooking a. savory meal of good honest
beef. Do not neglect to get a bottle
of S. S. S.
It will make ydu
feel better in just a few; minutes. It
is prepared only In the laboratory-o- f
The Swift Speciflo Co., 137 Swift Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Send for their free book
telling or tne many strange conditions
that afflict the human family by reason
of impoverished blood.
S.

a,

B. P. O. E.
GRAND LODGE

CONVENTION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

July 7th to 12th.
RATE FROM
CC
SANTA FE,
Dates of Sale, July 3, i and 5
Return Limit 30 days from

P00,

liateof sale, within which time
original starting point must be
reached. Low rates from ail
other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe,

.

.

New Mexico
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ELKS' THEATRE

i Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

An exclusive and original creation in the amusement world

guage

big-figu-

Next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights a treat will be offered the
people of Santa Fe in the Don Carlos
show. Trained animals offer the at-

6--

Oscar Kreutser, one of the crack
players from the German Davis cup
team beat A. W. Gore, former English champion, three sets to one, the
score being
Wallace F. Johnson of Philadelphia
quickly followed his compatriot into
retirement, being beaten by the
English player, R. Watson,
Later in the afternoon, R.
Norris Williams, after playing three
sets against Maurice E. JlcLoughlin
of San Francisco, retired in favor of
his colleague on the United States

Sam Cartwright.

E. O. Newcomer.
Referee M. A. Ortiz.

i,

0

About the best rebuttal that can be
framed for the often referred to "pass
ing of the red man" is the quartet of
Indiana now shining with considerable
brilliancy in the major leagues.
There are probably no more promiin hnsphnll tndav than the
nent
Indians in the National and American
j
John IT" Meyers, better
leagues.
known to the fans as Chief, the formid-- !
able backstop of the Giants, is likely
the.; best known of them all, because
he happens to be with a team that is
always followed with great interest,
pnd because also ability as a batter Is
cng of the assets of the team and a
matter of deep concern to opposing
I'itchers.
the Athletics,
Chief Bender, of
whose pitching has helped to win two
championships and as many world's
championships for Connie Mack, is a
and James Thorpe and
George Johnson have been added to
the list this year to add to the prestige
of the Indian in baseball.
Thorpe, who is the world's best athlete, even if he has been stamped as
a "professional," has not had a chance
tc give much of an account of himself
in baseball, but George Johnson, who
1e on the
payroll of the Cincinnati
Keds, has proved his prowess as a
pitcher by winning practically all of
the games that Tinker's team has
amassed this year, among them being
one from the Giants.
With the fans the Indians are always popular. Although Meyers ha
Leen with the Giants for several seasons now he is always greeted with
more or less correct imitations of the
warwhoop when he comes to bat. The
chief smiles at it. He probably never
emitted a warwhoop in his life or
heard one except on the stage or in a
wild west show, but at the same time"
he knows that the warwhoop has the
same relation to an Indian as water
has to a duck, and therefore the greeting he gets when he comes to bat.
Meyers is a member of the old tribe
of Spanish Mission Indians of California. He is among other things a graduate to Carlisle, a lover of art, and one
In
of the most dangerous
batsmen
baseball.
The chief made his professional debut in the west. He played
in the Northwest league for a season
with the Butte team, and his ability to
get home runs led to his being drafted
by St. Paul in the American association. He served there and improved
m.til McGraw got hold of him.
When the chief first came to the
Ciants Roger Bresnahan was doing the
backstopping, and the chief did not fit
into a regular job until Roger went to
Si. Louis to manage the Cardinals.
Under the tutelage of McGraw he had,
however, made big improvement and
when the chance came he was ready
to fill a regular place. Meyers has
never broken any records as a base
runner, but he only fell one hit short
i

400-yar- d

3

tc:

happen.
Jim Thorpe, whose Indian name is
is a member of the Oklahoma Sac tribe, and
not of the Sac and Fox tribes, as has
been repeatedly said. He owes his
presence in big league baseball to the
fact that he was "found out" in athletics. But if hS has. any regrets he
fails to show them. Thorpe has wonderful speed and lots of natural
riiility. It may require several seasons to make a finished player of him,
but McGraw is keeping him this season for the purpose of developing him.
Johnson, the new Cincinnati spit-taMINISTRY RESIGNS WHEN
artist, is a full blooded Chippewa,
Since his advent into
PARTY BECOMES MINORITY. of Minnesota.
The Hague, June 26. The cabinet big league ball he has made a record
that any veteran twirler might be
s
under the premiership of Dr.
Hoemaker, resigned today. The troud of. He is deliberate in his derecent elections to the second cham- livery of the ball, studies his batter
ber of state general placed the coali- carefully, and then puts a reverse
English on. the famous baseball maxtion supporting the ministry in a
imum of "hit 'em where they ain't"
by putting the ball where the batter
"ain't goin' to hit."
LAJOIE MAY BE RETIRED.
Chicago, III., June 27. Manager
Birmingham of the Cleveland Americans admitted today that he might
retire Lajoie as "regular" second
baseman of the team. He said, how-- I
ever, that no such decision had been
and that for a time JaJoie prob"
ma(le
.. would
continue to hold his old
place. Turner is slated to succeed
him as second baseman, but there is
no intention, Birmingham said, of
letting Lajoie get away from the
teain, since he is hitting in his old
time form and is still a good fielder.

!
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The
27,
Wimbledon, Kng., June
first break in the ranks of the victorious quartet of American players
in the English lawn tennis championship tournament occurred this afternoon when Craig Biddle of Philadelphia went down before W. Ingram,
one of the young representatives of
the British talent. The victory was
an easy one, the score being
Ingram was a model of steadiness in placing, while the Americans
strokes lacked their usual power.
The captain of the Canadian Davis
cup team, R. B. Powell, also failed
against Hope Crisp, a student of Cambridge University, the score being

Ain-siriit-

THE INDIANS ARE
PROMINENT AND
ALL POPULAR Wan, Weary

Dolly Mings and Miss Inez Fanjoy, who will contest In the women's events in the great championship
tournament to be held In San Francslco next Fourth of July in which the leading feature will be the
of Duke P. Kahanamoku ofHonolulu, champion swimmer of the world.
220 and
Minge bids fair to cop everthing In sight She holds the Pacific Coast records in the 40,
race, which she lost to Mrs. Desih two years ago.
dashes and is now out of the
Miss Fanjoy will be one of the strong contestants In the high and fancy diving for women. She has been
Is at ease on a
diving for several years and holds many medals and records for high and fancy diving. She
of
mermaids
the tournament the
She
will
other
the
65
as
as
feet.
from
dove
and
give
high
diving platform
chase of their lives.

Starter
Timer

2
0

of leading the National league In batting two years ago, and was right up
nmong the first few last year. He is
always capable of hitting .300 or better.
Bender of the athletics is not only
a star pitcher, but he inherits much of
the craftiness of his race, and has
used it to good advantage in baseball.
Bender, who is also known as chief
ia Philadelphia, is one of the most
dependable of Connie Mack's hurling
staff. Last season he experienced hla
first bad year in the game, and it was
due largely to his lack of form that the
Athletics failed to win the pennant.
But he is back in his old stride this
season and the Athletics likewise are
np at the 'top 'again apparently'ih'te'nd
lug to stay there.
Bender, .exemplifies Jus craftiness. iu.
me manner in wiucn ne nannies opposing batters.' He ia cool, deliberate,
and stoical. He is exceptionally keen
eyed, and seldom misses a enance to
get the better of a situation. He is a
reliable pitcher under trying circumstances. It was said after the world's
series between the Athletics and
Giants in 1911 that Bender by his char-

acteristic keen sightedness hai
caught on to signals of McGraw'a
team and that by this means the Athletics were enabled to forestall every
At Boston (First game)
3 4 5 move that was planned by the Giants.
New York
Bender was on the coaching lines a
4
10 15
Boston
deal through the series, and it
Keating, Caldwell and Sweeney, great
was claimed that he kept his team1
Gossett; Leonard and Carrigan.
mates posted on just what was going

IN JOE

B11

The American contingent suffered
a further reverse, this time in the
doubles, in which Craig Biddle, of
I hiladelphia, and Harold Hackett, of
the United States Davis team wer
beaten by two Englishmen, W. Ingrain
and Betley, three sets to two, th
and
score being
Kenneth Powell, formerly tennis.
University,
champion of Cambridge
I eat C. P. Dixon, the English Davis
cup player, three sets to two
and 11-Stanley M. Doust, captain of the
Australian Davis cup team, beat Lar-smof Denmark, three sets to two.
The score was
and

71

3
3

0
2

Brown and Lapp; Johnson and

'

AMERICAN MAV
NOT PLAY IN
TENNIS FINALS

:l'

American League.
At Washington
(First game)

CANTILLON'S MINNEAPOLIS HOME
FOR THE AGED.

Miss
swimming
swimming
Miss

6 18

.'

National League.
Pet.
Club
Won
19
.754
38
Philadelphia
The closing scene was a drama in New York ...
23
.617
,37
26
32
thich the dogs, and the monkeys were Brooklyn . .
.552
.the performers, at the monkey hotel. Chicago
30
.516
..32
'I here were the clerk and the cashier
Pittsburgh ... ... ..28 33 .459
.419
36
Mid the bell 'hops and the elevator St. Louis
. .26
35
25
.417
boy and a real elevator operated by Boijlon ...
39
.371
a monkey. There was. a wedding iri 'Cincinnati ... ........,,23
the nearby church, and the bride in
American League.
her bridal gown and veil and the
Club
Won Lost Pet.
dressed walked
isroom fashionably
15
46
.754
erect, of course, as the performers Philadelphia
40
.606
26
walked all the time, to the hotel, were Cleveland
31
.537
36
tiiken to the bridal chamber, and Toy ChioRO
31
28
.525
end by a gay Lothario came along and BoEl'.u
31
.523
34
stole the bride.' The groom returned Wa;.H:igton
41
.397
27
and a rough house was the result; Detroit
.371
26
44
The Dolice were called and the Datrol St. Louis
.300
42
18
New York
wagon drove up and took the invader
of the home, rather of the bridal
Western League.
It was
chamber, off to the lock-up- .
Club
Won Lost Pet.
nil done admirably.
.569
37
28
St. Joseph
44
.688
20
Denver
JACK JOHNSON UNDER
29
.554
36
Lincoln
BONO IS GONF.
36
29
.554
Pes Moines
35
.530
31
Omaha
(Continued from page one).
27
38
.415
Sioux City
24
.375
40
Toiieka ..
is
the
bond Johnson
under
pledged Wichita
40
.324
22
only to appear in court when wanted,
that Federal
it was only recently
TViav my
Judge Carpenter reduced the bond
Iicy
fiom $30,000 to $15,000.
is
National
In the district attorney's office, it
League.
asserted that the bond was intended to
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Boson at New York.
hold the pugilist at all times within
the jurisdiction of the court.
'Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
Johnson recently disposed of his auBrooklyn at Philadelphia.
tomobiles, but whether he shipped
American League.
them to Germany as has been rumor
Cleveland at Chicago.
ed, could not be learned.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Charles F. DeWoody, local agent of
the department of Justice, said the
Philadelphia at Washington, (two
matter of reducing Johnson's bond ;ames).

AM

UR

of silky white poodles. All the
pupils are present, but one fine performer called. Lazybones, throws the
into convulsive laughter.
audience
Then there were dogs dressed to show
the various fashions of ladles' dress,
ihe sheath gown, the hobble skirt and
all the other gowns of the

New York at Boston, (two games).

m

c

MONKEY

PONY

CIRCUSl

40 Dogs, 32 Monkeys, 4 Horses, present a clean comedy drama, the MONKEY HOTEL, in their own original lanentertainment that benefits and amazes, as well as amuses all who see it. Do not miss this big, real classy circus.

performance for the old and young--a- n
SCT NOT PICTURES, A

REAL CIRCUS.

PRICES

IN REACH OF

ALL

JCT
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mills for the state, nnd three to
This
four per cent in the counties.
does not Include special levies on
GO.
DRY
particular industries nor district school
FAIRLY
tax levies. Then In incorporated towns
EQUALIZE
the levy for city tax has to be added.
"Is it any wonder that the would-bNO
FAVORITES WILL BE PLAYED WHEN investor hesitates about Xew Mexico
when he faces Buch a tax situation?
THE NEED OF A
THAT BODY MEETS
Of course, it can be explained that
OF cur methods are such ns to mislead
BETTER LAW AND THE INJUSTICE
in
Silk
from
and that he may be protected
CLEARLY
METHODS
PRESENT
THE
unreasonable taxes.
Naturally, an
125 Palace Ave
$3.50
"5
OUT IN THE GOVERNOR'S j!10"8.1 n'a" wiU Bt'l1 nGSltate- and a
POINTED
man will wonder whether
SPECIAL
PRICE.
OUR
WINTER.
LAST
MESSAGE
he is to be the subject of special faistered 127, when she longed for the
vor, or be the target for unjust dis- tempered climate of the Ancient City, j
crimination.
PHONE 180.
210 3 AN FRANCISCO ST.,
Governor McDonald is greatly
me wen
o:
lower
"A
valuation
an:,
urani,
fair
,vvti
Jlenry
taxaof
in the whole matter
to the late niritatinn taxation is what we mum have, if w quiu merchant, accoiiipan)edi;l)y ,Ji
to make our state attractive son, David K. Grant, arrived here last
of the subject at the chamber of
P"-night from New York city, where he
merce meeting and the discussimllu
"We must have better enforeemeni went about three months ago. While
that are daily going on here regard
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
the law, or some imthod must be there he attended the graduating ex
ing the matter, the governor expres-'o- f
provided by oil r law makers to coin- ercises of the college of the city of
aM himself ns verv mnnh in earne.
over it, and says that when the state pw omcers 10 perioral men- umy. xitu-- New York, his son being one of the
graduates and delivering the prize
hoard of equalization meets it will go,.iect to severe penalties lor tailure.
"There is-- great deal of Uiik about oration nt that institution. Our read-- ;into the subject fully and will act
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and elmost excelno bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
along lines which will include ever taxation by people who are not well ers will remember this
ectric
lights;
romt allowed the state board in equal-- j informed as to our actual condition, lent effort which was published in
chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
trees,
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
i.ng fairly and without favor the re-- i and some who base their argument the New Mexican some time ago. Mrs. Lydia' R. Kasterwood, daughtturns from th eseveral counties, in more on prejudice than facts. It will
and Improvements will greatly enhance value.
repairs
discussing the subject the govermvjbe well for all to exmnine carefully er Leila and son .Too of Watertown,
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
calls attention to what he said in hi1? lour state constitution and see for what South Dakota, are guests at the home
of
Kastboard
The
II.
it
.Mrs.
The
to
the
last
equaliza
of
provides.
legislature,
('.
parti
message
liayward.
of which are given neiow, as mosiiiion nas powers anu umics relating i'- woods are prominent in the newspa- n
and
conslliution
fixed
the
makes
He
Herald being
Watertown
the
by
taxation,
per field,
timely at this writing.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe.'N. M.
believe that our first step in ret.'rm under their editorial management
quotation from a recent bulletin issued
In! and ownership, and they have been
bv tho National Tax Association, as 'must come through thin board.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
my first message I recommended that in attendance at the national eduea- In no field of governmental activity :tnis board 'be given power to inquire tlonal association meeting in Colorado
ir there more confusion, more inev into the assessment or property, in me Joseph Eastwood made a pleasant
more class feeling than tii various counties,' anu inai provision call on the staff of the New Mexican
01 lna,lH lur
remuiiii imni uiiiuc and went through the plant, express-- !
taxation."
ot assessors who tan to pertorm meir ing much pleasure and compliment- The governor then says:
now- ing the owners upon the equipment,
"That statement emnhasized and en- - duties as required by law.
A
recom- more
and
Miss Margaret Ttirker and Miss!
in
particularly
conditions
fit
jagain
dwould
present,
large
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
New Mexico. We have never had aimenu mai uie uuaiu m ri,iuin.iiiu.. Edna Abraluunson left this noon fori
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I haveafine
definite tax svstem that has beenjoe given power to change individual the east and will travel together as
assessments, and that fur as Chicago, where Miss Parker
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-gracapable of dealing with personal greed and corporate
appropriation be made ior the use; will go on to her old home at Ouan- and prejudice, and local envy and
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
men
cock, Virginia, to remain through the
iof tlle bard, to emplov competent
crimination.
and
the percolators which will make a cup
meal,
vissummer.
Miss Abrahamson will
IU
IIUU lilt; i;i.llllltiCD tuiu uuiani nuvyw
"Our tax law says that property
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
us may be it her relatives and friends at her
board
the
for
information
shall be assessed at its cash vain-to enable it to make a bet- - old home in Wisconsin until fall, when
inirl tho rnnntv assessors and county necessary,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ.
assessment.
and
fairer
she will go to Oklahoma City, where
commissioners take an oath to enforce !tel
she lias many friends, and where she
uitj law. ueaiuB nun, mo
will be married to Harry Franklin, a
swears that 'he will make diligent informer Santa
boy, who is well
quiry," during the time he Is serving
here. The young people have
known
in-:
the people, to obtain all possible
will bo
a host of friends here that
formation relating to property in his
,nterest man glad to learn of their engagement
tQ tJe
is
tax
Each
expected
payor
county.
the and will congratulate them on the
fested jn the personal Coumn,
to make a list of his property and New Mexi:an
U readers to early consummation of their plighted
reque8t,
extra
an
to
or
be
liable
swear, to it,
mai (a postcard wi, do) troth. The only regret our people
d ,n
A. WILLIAMS,
25 per cent to be added to the value
telephone (call "31") items of have is that they are going to lose
,.,
of his property What do the officers;..
. .u PMrt. these young folks as residents of
D
do in such cases?
era will confer a favor on the New
They have not given up
"The assessment of property of in- Mexican and on their friends. Com Santa
Miss Parker, however, and hope that
dividuals and corporations vary from munications sent by mail should bear
ReLines.
Hack
young lady will again become a rnsi- a very small per cent, in some ense, the
of the writer),
dent, of the old capital.
signature
The
Best
others.
in
to nearly full value
Rigs
x
full measure tax payers are usually X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
AND
FOUR
HORSE OUTFITS.
TWO
PROMPT SERVICE.
SADDLE
POMES,
new in this business, or are smalt
Tele- the Postal
Telephone
St.
San
Francisco
310
139.
Phone
property holders who are too honeut L
X
do
not get
h C0(Tlpany if you
to taistty to ouiain sucn smau oene,,
be de.
af)d Qne wj
all
can
where
it
or
have
fit,
property
jvered tQ VQU at onco
is
and
assessor
the
seen
be
easily!
by
found. There is no doubt that the
large property holder, as a rule, pays
Ralph Easley is in Albuquerque on
on a much smaller percentage of tho a business
trip.
real value of his property than the
,1.
W. Van Deren, of El Paso, is in
small owner wno can oe reauiiy io...m ;the cjty 0Q BusinPSS mid calling on
The Best That Can be Bought
and seen.
friends.
... C.
AT ANV PRICE
"Thereoes- tiot seem to be so much ' H. A." Coomer, manager of the Xew
You
We
on
oojection In paying taxes as there Mexico Central, is in Kstancia
Take no chances on either
214
j n's business.
is to paying an unequal snare.
when a small amount will give
well known ranch-tha- t
phase of human nature is so dominant
' K Fullerton, a
j
We
you the protection that you
today;: in New Mexico, we have
f Socorro county, is spending a
cenidtious where a large mi.nher of few days in the city.
need, and when you do use in-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
the tax payers are simply trying to
surance get the best, as it is
Mrs. J. V. Johnson, of Washington
at
keep from paying more than their avenue,
entertained informally
the cheapest, and
Guaranteed Pure. Clean and Wholesome.
neighbors, who are avoiding all they cards yesterday afternoon.
ALWAYS SHE
ceii. ThiB has come to influence the
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Xew
K. It. Paul, auditor of the
administration of county affair1', and Mexico Central railroad, returned last
anx
of
are
counties
officers
many
CO.
jthe
from a business trip to Al-- ;
tens to have their citizens profit to the evening
buquerque.
Bank
United
States
Office
Building
jfuil extent from tax dodging of every
Mrs. W. C. Dennis of Las Vegas is
116
M. O'CONNELL,
(FIRST FLOOR)
jvaiiety.
Ivisitinir Mrs. "John D. 'Barnes at the
Insurthe
$400,-of
assessment
an
who
has
of
''Instead
purchased
home of tne Iatter's mother, Mrs. A.
ance Business of the L. A.
000,000 and a tax levy of two mills for p
ogie
or
state, and an average of ten mills
'j Grattan Mythen, formerly of this; Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
jless for- county, we have an assess- city an(j recently of Washington, D. goodcompanies.good'protection
jmeut of less than $73,000,000, a levy of C ls expecte(i here tomorrow, and
may locate in ban'.a fe.
Herbert L. Guiles of Albuquerque,
Scnooi ot Dancing SDsponmcni and T. L. Tincher of Chicago, arrived
DISTRIBUTOR OF
here last evening driving Tom Dor- Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall
n.n. rar or, lYnlll A hllfl llPm IIP.
Children's Class 'Begins Friday, June 30. 3 P. M
State Corporation Commissioner M.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
" "8 "
"
Adult Practice Class '
g Groves, who has been visiting at
for several
AssemblyBet'lnsFriday, JuncSO.fltoll. 30P.M.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
home in Carlsbad
Private lnson. Fancy Dancing Taught. !weekSf is expected to return to Santa
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
I
iFe next Sunday.
TTTV.
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Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE
James A. Black, managing editor ofj
of Albuquerque,
GO. the Evening .Herald,
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accompanied by his wife, is spending
?
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Ben Martinez, deputy county coi- - I
Where Ouality Governs the Price
e
M'lin
.V,.,.iK.i
umintv
3
jj gp.illllHt
and Price the Quality
hasvbeen spending several days in
Santa Fe, left for his home in Tierra
Amarilla this morning.
Joso T, Chaves, of IjOS Iunas, former stock agent, for the Santa Fe railIs now furnishing us
road, and a brother of State Insurance
Commissioner .lacabo Chaves, is visitwith her fresh HOME
ing friends in the capital.
MADE BREAD and
Father Julius Hartman, formerly
ROLLS, PIES, COFAre now as low
stationed at the Guadalupe parish, in
in
been
has
who
this
visiting
FEE CAKES, LAYER
city,
in price as they
Santa Fe, returned to Willard today,
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Etc., every
will be this season
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-hour in the day. If
months.
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Archaeological
you have tried them
. $21.10
Denver,
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you
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School and Museum of New Mexico
we need say no more,
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
now
yesterday were Timothy Brownhill of
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get busy, you don't
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Chicago,
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know what you
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Mrs. James W. Norment and childSt. Paul,
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been missing.
ren will arrive in the city this even- 78.85
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New York,
ing returning from a two months'
in
visit at the old Norment home
30th. Return limit, October
to Sent.
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Fresh Vegetables Daily
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Mississippi, and with relatives in At.
s I nn
3 1st, except tUSt to pomre easi 01
lanta and New Orleans.
Lower In price. Impersaleof
Miss Sarah Ulmer of Tueumcari,
return limit is 60 days fiom date
ial Valley Cantaloupes.
who has been spending several days
-save
We
yon moneyon
These are always fine.
as the guest of Mrs. Patterson, left
B:i
where
she
s
Rito,
this morning for
FOR PRESERVING.
STRAWBERRIES
L0S
will have charge of the Institute to
be held there during the next few
WATERMELONS
Return limit, October 31st, 1913
On sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th, 1913.
weeks.
AND PEACHES,
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Bishop, Miss
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
Marion Bishop and Miss Francis AbPLUMS, ETC. bott, who have been in California for
some weeks past, are due to arrive
Return limit. August 31st.
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1. 2, 3, 4. 5, 6. 7.
heme on Wednesday next. Mrs. Edgar
21.
Return limit. Oct. 22, 191 J.
Also on sale Au?ust 22, 23. 21, 25, 26. 27, 23,
L Hewett is expected at the same
time.
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SUVIMER TOURIST
& GO. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Boll who hava
to
other points in the United States and Canada.
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F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Aulo Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

I

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try it. 'A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1913.
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desire to call votir attention to the
the state treasun v
money w hich

State Treasurer's Account Correct,
The following repor to the govern
cr by Traveling Auditor Howell Enr
jnest has been made on audit of tin
ibcoks of the state treasurer:
Santa Fe. X. M., June 2ti. 1?1

WATER RIGHT CASE!

HELPLESS

Down in Mind

J

CHANCERY
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FEDERAL

COURT

AS BABY

Best Assorted Line of

Unable to Work,
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and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C, Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen, Art CenterStamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc.
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BE RAISED IN NEBRASKA.
leaving a balance due
Under the act of 1903 the govern- over poor, sutfering women, and power
years, and are not at all adapted to the $340.52. This
could
should
either
amount
I hav.?
Lincoln, Neb., June 27. The Nement, concluded that it was feasible i :dke them know the good it would do
present needs of the office.
records of the state
braska railway commission today, aft
made a number of suggestions rela be wiped off the
to build a reservoir west of Roswell, them."
method taken to
tive to the installation of a new treasurer or some
and the secretary of the interior orIf vou suffer from any of the ailments er hearing testimony for the greater
collect
balance.
the
dered the construction in 1906 witii a peculiar to women, it will certainly be part of the last six months, handed
system of accounting, and new boohs
There is also a balance due fro,:i capacity of about 80,000 feet.
and forms will be ordered at onca,
The worth your while to give Cardui a trial. down a decision granting the request
which, when installed, will simplify Torrance county on account of a loan work was completed in April, 1907 It has been helping weak women for of the Nebraska Telephone and Teleamounting to $1S20.40. This will in but no water has been found, ani more than 50 years, and will help you, graph company to raise all the teleand reduce the amount of work.
lOO.
to 50 per cent.
I have checked each individual re- all probability, be paid during the the government claims that the witcr
phone rateB from 12
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ceipt
brought
Wriu In: Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Lad'as' of the Automatic and Bell lines in
Mr. Marron took over the office, Janu- Torrance county have made a levy of suits to adjust the water rights.
dvisory Dept., Chattanooga. Tenn., for
southern Nebraska, and an immediate
The defendants have until the early Httruriit'Hs
ary 13, 1!)13. A trial balance was tak- taxes for this purpose.
on your case and
book. "Home
en off the ledger on the latter datfi
Attached you will find a statement days of July to file answers Involv- ."reatment for Women." in plain wrapper. N.C. 1S1 application to raise rates filed about
a year ago.
and the amount of cash on hand veri- of the money received and disbursed ing alleged adverse rights on the Honfied. A statement was requested fro-by the state treasurer, covering tho do stream system.
Some 400 hava C'iL STEAMER BURNING
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the stream system, including the ' New York, June 27. An explosion
HOWEI-.EARXEST,
Newport, Eng., June 27. Mrs. Marafter reconcilement of the outstanding
mountain streams tributary to the occurred on the oil steamship Mochacks, all balances were found to bo
Traveling Auditor and Bank Hondo river, principal among which hawk, in lower New York harbor, this garet Haigh Mackworth (daughter of
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correct.
are the Bonito and Ruidoso rivers. afternoon. It is impossible to tell the "coal king" Davis A. Thomas, now
in Canada), was brought before a
$ 641.G18.3t The reclamation project extends from
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to
a
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the
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of
to
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explosives in a mail box.
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Refund on road warrant Xo. 500, paid in error
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of
Mrs. Mackworth is secretary
system owning land or using waters
Spectators on the shore thought the Newport branch of the woman's
1,627,186.61 from the Hondo river or its tributaries
To be accounted for
tliat many bad been Kinea or injuieu. Boeiill aml political union but hither- is made a defendant in this case.
Disbursements to December 1, 1912, warrants on tile. .$971,787.93
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outcome
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and
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Receipts
Shortly after 5 o clock a small boat pgain calls attention to the fact that li
watched with a great deal of interest.
seen
containing about ten men was
1,482,284.34
To be accounted for
censes of all retail and wholesalers in
to leave the vessel bound for the
712,952.90
Disbursements to March 1, 1913, warrants on file.
rectifiers and dealers in malt
the liquor, and
Meantime
State Island short.
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it
and
were
flames
191769,331.4
mounting higher
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doomed.
was
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if
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131,020.91
Receipts to May 31. 1913
FOR SALE All kinds of building appeared
lumber.
314 Galisteo street.
900,352.35
CUSTOMS COLLECTORS
To be accounted for
Boys and Girls Under 15 Some417,476.23
RESIGN IN BUNCHES.
.
1913
to
Disbursements
May 31,
in
to
Andrews
interest
you
thing
Washington, D. C. June 27. ResigAd.
482,876.12
nations of collectors of customs whose
Balance May 31, 1913
The best laying hens, White Leg offices will be abandoned by the cusDisposition of Above Funds.
Have a few left 75c each. C. toms service
477,173.66 horn.
July 1, poured in today
Cash in banks, available
1,820.40 H. Smith, 507 College St.
in the white house and treasury. The
Torrance county loan
The sooner you buy a B. B.
Pipe reduction of the number of districts
Cash not available at present:
and cake box tobacco, the sooner you from 162 tQ 49 ellminate3 113 collec- 3,341.54
;
Bank
Taos County
rss2.or. will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's tors. All these resignations were
540.52
Xew Mexico Savings Hank and Trust Co
$ 4S2.S76.12 Pharmacy.
formally required by Secretary
Total
Then get
Going to be Married?
GarClarendon
at
the
your
bouquet,
the state as well as its school system,
Several collectors refused to resign
Authorized Low Rate.
new today. See ad.
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'
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of
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at
to
order
orporation
the
Fourth
Uy
spend
Arrange
me that each commercial organization
ed for four years. Treasury officials
Santa Fe is authorized to establish a of the state can render invaluable aid Santa Fe.
said they were not wqrried over tho
Waterat Andrews
Tomorrow
cents per 100 to me in my endeavor to have attracsituation, as the new law automaticalfreight rate of 2
melons, cantaloupes, cherries, peachturns the collectors out of office.
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i
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SUIT TO INVALIDATE WILL
ess prepaid, care Hotel Utah, a
car.
Found at Board of Trade dance,
RESUMED AT LONDON.
package of such literature and ex- gold pin. Owner can have same by '
London, June 27. The suit brought
hibits as it would like to have display- calling at New Mexican, identifying
Season on Ducks Is Changed.
by members of the family of r.he late
State Game Warden Trinidad C. de ed. I urge upon you the importance same and paying for this ad.
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Immediate
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you
action,
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Baca has
FOR RENT Desirable suite office
ernment law regarding migratory, uu out in this matter, as your litera- - rooms in Capital City Bank building. ihc will by which he le". Lpdy Sackville, a relative of a former British
birds has been changed. The recent ture and exhibits should reach me by- Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
minister at
Washington,
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act of the congress left the matter of July 4th. Pamphlets dealing with
with
Life
Staff of
easily prepared
some changes to the secretary of the jour section of the state, school liter- Empress flour. Andrews has a car $5,000,000 and other property, was re
sumed
today.
agricultural and he has ruled tnat the ature, special editions of newspapers, load. See the inducements in toWalter Scott, a brother of the dead
season will hereafter be closed on pictures, etc., will all be interesting to day's ad.
by
millionaire, was
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and those in attendance at the Salt Lake
ducks between December
Our tooth brushes represent exYou may indicate to treme values. They are carefully
ity meeting.
September 1. Formerly the season
was only closed from April 1 to Sep- n:e by letter, care Hotel Utah, whether made. Bristles will not come out.
tember 1, but now it is only open dur- nil the packages sent me shall be dis- We buy them direct from best Imtributed or not. If you send views', porters. Zook's Pharmacy.
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to
Free
you
improved.
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To Secretary of Commercial
tive purposes in headquarters, please of your purchases reach $25 at An- New Mexico:
so advise me when you write. I shall drews Grocery
Bakery and Market.
:
Dear Sirs: There is to be held at be glad, also, to have you write me
License Numbers,
r
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
FOR SALE Good 6
1913, here before
Salt hake City, Utah, July
or
not Leffel steam engine. Good condition.
July 2nd whether
Door to Postoffice.
Next
the annual meeting of the National you can send me something for New Apply New Mexican Printing comEducational association. As you know, Mexico headquarters.
pany.
1 thank the
these meetings are largely attended
commercial
organizabrick, modern, close in, large
citiand
teachers
in
tions
for
the
of
by representative
advance,
state,
any lot, $3000.00.
zens of all the states. The attendance assistance they may render me in the
modern brick, close in, $4000.
at Salt Lake City will be, perhaps, above matter; for I assure each and
brick, modern,
not less than ten thousand. I have all that I am deeply interested in
grounds, $4000.00.
Hotel Utah, as bringing not only the educational ad- large
tecured rooms
JOHN W. MAYES,
headquarters for New Mexico, which vantages, but also, our material reLaughlin Bldg., Phone 194 W.
will be opened July 4th. Someone of sources and advantages, to the attenWedding Boquets.
A Silk Petticoat sounds
pleasing
the New Mexico teachers' delegation tion of the country.
and it looks rich. Adolf Seligman is w
and Floral Decorations.
Designs
will be constantly in charge to receive
Very truly yours,
closing out a beautiful line helow
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
visitors and distribute whatever literALVAN N. WHITE,
Phone 12.
cost. See new ad today.
ature we have on hand. As you will Siate Superintendent of Public In
Vegetables at Andrews Tomorrow
struction.
see, the opportunity for advertising
Tomatoes, cucumbers, beets,
turnips, soup bunches, sugar
peas, caunnower,
green and wax
Meet This Evening There will be LONG DRAWN TRIAL OF
wax onions,
beans, young onions,
a regular meeting of Coronado CounHARVESTER CO. CLOSED. new cabbage, spinach, lettuce,
cil of Kadosh and New Mexico ConChicago, 111., June 27. Taking of
parsley, rhubarb, squash.
furFOR RENT To gentlemen,
sistory, A. A. S. R., this evening at testimony in the government's antiin
o'clock
the cathedral. The trust suit against the International nished room, all conveniences, in Capeight
officers of Coronado Council will be Harvester company, was concluded ital City Bank building.
Joseph B.
elected for the ensuing year. Visit- here today. In all the government Hayward, Mgr.
introduced 85 witnesses, and the deing members of the Rite are especialNow We Are Ready W. D. Arrighi
fendant 1200. Arguments in the case is now ready to serve old as well as
ly invited to be present.
are scheduled to begin at St. Paul, l ew patrons from his new location on
Minnesota, with Federal Judges San- San Francisco street. All orders will
TUITION FEES.
born, Hook Adams and Smith prob- be
promptly filled and in a few more
One hour, dictation,
for speed in ably sitting; The hearings began last days the new store will present the
September and have had few
EL'.me neat and
shorthand, (viva voce) $1.23.
sanitary appearance
that has always been the aim of the
One hour, dictation,
any system,
larlor Market.
(phonograph) $1.00.
iBILL PASSED WHILE
It is of paramount importance when
Five hours, dictation, for speed iu
OPPONENT OUT OF ROOM, you have a
prescription filled that you
shorthand, one hour dally, (phonoWashington, D. C., June 27. Repre secure
of known strength and
graph) $4.00.
sentative Calloway of Texas, who has purity. drugs
We fill your prescriptions
Teaching, any one subject, per repeatedly blocked a $4,000 appropria- with the best
drugs and chemicals.
hour $1.25.
tion to send District of Columbia vet- Zook's
Pharmacy.
Machine practice, or private letter erans to the Gettysburg celebration,
If there is anything to eat you parwas called out of the house chamber
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
"First, figure up your weekly loss of eggs and poultry; then go to
want you can get it at Anticularly
five
Per week,
hours daily, five days for a few minutes today ami came
THE RELIABLE HARDWARE CO.; figure up the cost of a neat and
has everything that's to
he
drews,
week tuition $6.00.
durable poultry fencing Subtract the two sums and thank me for the
back to find the house In roars of be had.
suggestion. .Now, the same idea applies to your truck garden and your
Per month, five hours daily, five laughter on the resolution unsmmous-lGrand
Officer
Here Santa Fe
property. Enough of their poultry fencing will keep your fowls properly,
passed.
days week, tuition $20.00.
lodge No. 2, Knights of Pythias, will
will cost very little and will be the best Investment you ever made on
Life scholarship for shorthand, typehold its regular installation of offthe farm Figure with them on their new mesh sectional and barbed wire
EFFICACY PROVEN
writing, spelling $100.00.
icers this evening
at its hall over
fencings, you'll save trouble and money. Don't forget my address.
BY TESTIMONIALS.
Life scholarship for above, and any
Kaune's store, in the Schumann block.
and all commercial subjects, or ten of Denver, Colo., June
In Grand Chancellor W. Q. Fawcett, of
the subjects named: Bookkeeping, the trial of Walter C. Cunningham and Roswell, will be present, and it Is
arithmetic,
banking, his wife, Marjorie Hamilton Cunning- particularly desirous that there should
advertising,
ci edit, science, civil service, commer- ham, charged with fraudulent use ol be a big turn out. There are over
cial law, English, Spanish, elocution, the mails in the sale of the anti-fa- t 40 members of the Knights of Pythias
insurance, normal, public speaking,
remedy, today introduced a large in this city and the lodge is growing,
renmanship, salesmanship, system, number of testimonials from former and there will not only be a good
voice culture $250.00.
patrons. The writers stated that they meeting , tonight but all , visiting
had succeeded ; in reducing their brothers are cordially invited: to drop
THE
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
weight through the use of the Cun in and visit the Pythiana of the SanNew Mexico.
ta Fe this Friday evening! July 27.
ningham treatment.

shows
bnnk.

MISS A. MUGLER
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Phone No. 4
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ANDREWS

'

su-Li-

rail-ma- d

1

Prepare Now!
N0NKINK

Stu-ia- t

HOSE

RUBBER

is the best that can
be produced. It is
made by the Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior
moulded pure
Para Rubber.

NON-KIN- K

ly

DANDY

7-P-

WRAPPED

LY

HOSE

Red Color

and a Popular
Seller with
us for 5 years.
Fully Guaranteed and
an F:xtra Qood
Quality.

2

j

"

ffi

i

t

j

LOCAL ITEMS.

1

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

TEACHERS!

going home
make arrangements
with the SANTA FE
BUSINESS COL
Before

!

It was The Palace Hotel,

it is nsrow
THE DE VARGAS

LEGE for a local agency after school hours.
We teach you Short-

2

ex-p-

W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.

VV.

The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
papered. Many private baths and all the comhotel.
forts of a first-class

d

hand and Typewriting
and you make money
by it. Some teachers
make more money
from our agency than
their teacher's wages.

C

MULLIGAN & RISING,

WHOLESALE

AND

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

RETAIL

66-6-

horse-powe-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL
All kinds of flowers,

ALFALFA SEED.

f arden

4

STOCK

FOOD.

tut

two-stor- y

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

4S-4-

Mowers

I

Phone Black

45

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

rad-ifhe-

in

Put the rest in the bank- Vou'll find yourself In the best of company your troubles
-

your puree neavrer if you buy a
and
join the happy throng of those
Ford
who Know car comfort plus service satisfac-

lighter

'

tion.

'.'

.

More than 275,000 Fords now in service
of their
wonderful
convincing ' evidence
merit Runabout, $323; Touring Car, $G00;
with all
Town Car, $S00 f.o.b. Detroit,
e q uipment. Get interesting "Ford Times"
from factory, Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
Hardware Co., Agt.
Company. Wood-Davi-

y

Your Reliable Hardware Store.

s

WOOD-DAVI- S

Phone

HARDWARE CO.

14. "If It's Hardware We Have It."

Phone

u

'

